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The cross sections for e÷e - ~ e-+(~ -+) + non showering track + any photons have been measured for cm energies between 
3.1 GeV and 5.2 GeV. We observe T-pair production below the threshold for charm production and determine the r mass to 
be 1.807 -+ 0.020 GeV from a fit to the energy dependence of the cross section. The ratio of the leptonic branching ratios 
B J B  e = 0.92 +- 0.32 is consistent with eg-universality. The following branching ratios are determined for a V - A  coupling: 
B(T ~ vreu-') = B(r ~ vr~v--) = 0.182 + 0.028. B(T ~ v r + charged hadron + any photons) = 0.29 -+ 0.11, B(r ~ v r + three or 
more charged hadrons + any photons) = 0.35 +- 0.11. 

There is increasing evidence that  besides charmed 

hadrons,  a new weakly  decaying particle r is p roduced  

in e+e - collisions above 4 GeV. This evidence comes  

f rom the observat ion [ 1 - 3 ]  o f  e+e - -+ e±/a ~ + " n o t h -  

x Now at Boeing Computer Services, Seattle, Washington, USA. 
2 Now at SLAC. 
3 Now at CALTECH. 
4 Now at CERN. 

ing",  f rom the mul t ip l ic i ty  dis t r ibut ion observed [ 3 -  

5] in inclusive l ep ton  events e+e - -+ e0a) + X, and 
f rom events o f  the type  e+e - -+ e-*p07r~X [2] .  It has 

been suggested [1] (for  recent  reviews on the r see ref. 

[6] ) that  the r particle is a new lep ton  wi th  its own 

lep ton  number .  

In this paper we present  results on the branching 
ratios for r decay into leptons,  a single charged hadron ,  

and mul t ihadrons .  These results are obta ined  f rom a 
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measurement of  the following reactions: 

e+e - --* e -+ + nonshowering track + any number of  (1) 
photons,  

e+e - -+/~-+ + nonshowering track + any number of  (2) 
photons,  

e+e - -+ e*/~ -+ + nothing. (3) 

We observe r-pair product ion at the ~ '  resonance, 
i.e. below the threshold for charm product ion,  and de- 
rive from these data a value for the r mass o f  1.807 
+- 0.020 GeV. 

The experiment was carried out  at the DESY stor- 
age ring DORIS using the double arm spectrometer 
DASP. DASP has two identical spectrometer arms posi- 
t ioned symmetrically with respect to the interaction 
point with a total  geometric coverage of  0.9 sr. 
Charged particles traversing one of  the arms are identi- 
fied by means of  a threshold Cerenkov counter,  by  
time of  flight, by shower counters and by range. The 
range identification is made by a spark chamber lo- 
cated after 40 cm of  iron and by a wall of  scintillation 
counters located at a depth of  60 cm in the iron. 
Muon/pion separation begins at 700 MeV/c, electrons 
are identif ied at all momenta,  pions are separated 
from kaons up to 1.5 GeV/c, and kaons are separated 
from protons up to 3.0 GeV/c. 

A nonmagnetic detector  which covers 70% of  4zr is 
mounted between the spectrometer arms. This inner 
detector consists of  a scintillation counter hodoscope 
surrounding the beam pipe, proport ional  chambers (in 
a part of  the acceptance),  four modules each made o f  
a scintillation counter hodoscope,  a 5 mm thick lead 
converter, and a tube chamber with two or three 
planes of  proport ional  tubes, and finally a lead scintil- 
lation counter hodoscope 7 radiation lengths thick. 
Electrons are separated from nonshowering particles 
by the number of  proport ional  tubes fired along the 
track. Photons with an energy of  50 MeV are detected 
with 50% efficiency, increasing to 95% for photons 
above 300 MeV. 

The detector was triggered when a single charged 
particle traversed one of  the spectrometer arms giving 
signals in two scintillation counters mounted in the 
rear. Most of  the data were collected with a low mag- 
net current such that particles with momenta  above 
0.1 GeV/c were able to traverse the magnet. An excep- 
tion were the data at the t~' resonance which were col- 
lected with a high magnet current corresponding to a 

minimum momentum of  0.35 GeV/c. For  the analysis 
only electrons with momenta  above 0.2 GeV/c (0.4 
GeV/c for ~ ' )  and muons with momenta  above 0.7 
GeV/c were used. Data were collected for an inte- 
grated luminosity of  6979 nb -1  for center of  mass en- 
ergy w between 3.9 GeV and 5.2 GeV, for 1349 nb -1  
at the ¢ ' ,  for 622 nb - I  at 3.6 GeV, and for 187 nb -1  
at the J / ¢ .  

Data on reaction (1) were obtained by selecting 
events where the electron traversed one of  the spec- 
t rometer  arms. The nonshowering track could either 
point  towards the inner detector  or one of  the arms. 
The data analysis of  these events including an estimate 
of  the background has been described in detail in a 
previous [5] publication. A total  of  80 events o f  type 
(1) were found at cm energies above 3.99 GeV, 17 
events at the ~ '  resonance, 1 event at 3.6 GeV, and 
1 event at the J /~  resonance. These events might re- 
sult from e+e - -+ rY, where one o f  the r-particles de- 
cays leptonically,  r -+ Urer;, and the other yields the 
observed nonshowering track plus any number of  pho- 
tons ( r  -+ Vrlar~, r -+ v r + hadrons). 

We first discuss the 80 events above w = 3.9 GeV. 
A background to this sample results from the asso- 
ciated product ion and semileptonic decays [7] of  
charmed particles. Charm product ion almost always 
leads to final states with large multiplicities. An upper 
limit to the number of  large mult ipl ici ty events which 
are observed as two prong events can be obtained by  
assuming that all inclusive electron events with more 
than two charged tracks (including the electron) are 
due to charm production.  From the measured multi- 
plici ty distr ibution of  these events and the known de- 
tection efficiencies we estimate a total  of  (5 + 2) 
events from this source. We expect no events from the 
direct decay of  a pair of  charmed hadrons into a final 
state with one electron and one nonshowering track. 
The background from higher QED processes, b e a m -  
gas interaction, Dalitz decays, photon  pair conversions 
and hadrons misidentified as electrons has been esti- 
mated [5] to be (9 + 3) events, in agreement with the 
value of  (7 + 7) events extrapolated from the 3.6 GeV 
data. 

Candidates for reaction (2) must have one muon 
track in the spectrometer plus a second nonshowering 
track and any number of  photons observed either in 
the inner detector  or in the spectrometer arms. A 
charged particle was called a muon if it had a momen- 
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turn greater than 1.0 GeV/e, gave no signal in the 
threshold Cerenkov counter (if  p less than 1.5 GeV/c), 
suffered an energy loss consistent with that of  a mini- 
mum ionizing particle in the shower counter,  and pene- 
trated at least 60 cm of  iron. The probabil i ty  that a 
pion satisfies these criteria was tested by using multi- 
ha&on events at the J /~  resonance. Conservatively as- 
suming that there is no genuine single muon produc- 
tion at these energies we obtain the probabil i ty  Phu to 
classify a pion as a muon from the ratio of  tracks satis- 
fying the criteria for a muon to tracks pointing to- 
wards the muon detector.  The punch through probabil- 
i ty Pha is (4.2 + 0.8)% for momenta  between 1.0 and 
1.4 GeV/c. These data agree with earlier measurements 
Of Phu using a similar apparatus in a test beam. The ob- 
served muon yield was subjected to the following cor- 
rections. A contamination of  1.7 events due to hadron 
misidentification was computed from the measured 
punch through probabil i ty  and the observed number 
of events with an identified pion or kaon in the outer 
arm plus an additional charged track and any number 
of  photons.  The contr ibut ion from charmed particle 
product ion was neglected, since the bulk of  the muons 
from charm decay [7] have momenta  below 1.0 GeV/c. 
The reaction e+e - -+ e+e- t t+ t t -  with the muons but  
not  the electrons detected can contribute to the two 
prong no photon  class. A computat ion predicts 1.6 
events from this source. The radiative process e+e - 
-+ g/~, can populate both the two prong no photon 
class and the two prong one photon  class. The contri- 
but ion to the latter class was removed by excluding co- 
planar events. For events with no observed photons,  
we calculate the direction of  the photon  from the in- 
formation on the charged tracks assuming the radiative 
process. The event is excluded if the assumed photon 
is pointing in a direction not covered by the detector.  
The contr ibut ion from e+e - ~/a+/~-'),') , has been esti- 
mated to be less than 0.5 events. 

Data on reaction (3) were obtained by selecting 
events with a muon of  momentum greater than 0.7 
GeV/c in the outer  detector and an electron pointing 
towards either the outer or inner detector. Muons 
with momenta  between 0.7 GeV/c and 0.9 GeV/e were 
defined by a range chamber located behind 40 cm of  
iron. The muons were required to hit the range cham- 
ber within 15 cm of  the projected track direction. An 
electron in the inner detector is identified by the num- 
ber of  proport ional  tubes fired along the track. The 

electron has to fire an average of  1.5 tubes per layer 
hit (corrected for angle of  incidence) with at least four 
layers having two or more tubes hit.  The probabil i ty 
that a hadron is classified as an electron in the inner 
detector was measured to be Phe = (0.02 +- 0.004). We 
find a total of  13 e~t events with Pe ~> 0.2 GeV/c and 
Pu > 0.7 GeV/c. The background from misidentifica- 
tion and two photon processes was estimated as 1.2 
-+ 0.4 events. 

The numbers Ne, ns and Nu, ns of  inclusive lepton 
events in classes (1) and (2) resulting from r-produc- 
tion are given by 

Ne, ns = 2" o r 'B  e "Bns'L "A e "A ns- 

Here o r is the cross section for e+e - -+ r~, L the inte- 
grated luminosity,  B e the branching ratio for r-decay 
to an electron plus neutrinos and Bns the ratio for its 
decay to a nonshowering track plus any number of  
photons and a neutrino. A e and Ans are the detection 
efficiencies for an electron or a nonshowering track. 
The muon yield N , ,  ns is obtained by  changing the elec- 
tron label to a muon label. 

The ratio of  the leptonic decay rates can be evalu- 
ated directly from the experimental  data without  as- 
suming a form for the lepton momentum spectrum: 

BulB e = (,4 e'Xu, ns)/( A u "Ne, ns)" 

We observe after background subtraction (21.3 + 5) 
muon inclusive events and (18.5 + 4.6) electron inclu- 
sive events with momenta  above 1.0 GeV/c. This 
yields Bulb  e = 0.92 + 0.32 with a systematic uncertain- 
ty of  0.07. The result is consistent with e/s universality 
as expected [8] if the r is a sequential lepton or an 
ortholepton.  If r is a paraelectron or a paramuon then 
BulB e = 1/2 or 2. The observed ratio, in agreement 
with earlier findings [6],  disfavours a paralepton assign- 
ment of  the r. For the remainder of  the paper we assume 
e/~ universality. 

We discuss next in some detail the 2 prong inclusive 
electron data obtained at the ~ '  resonance. The elec- 
tron momentum spectrum plot ted in fig. 1 shows two 
clear clusters of  events, one centered around 1.5 GeV/c 
and the other with momenta  between 0.4 GeV/e and 
0.9 GeV/e. The first cluster can be associated with the 
cascade decay ~ '  -~ J/~bX -+ e+e -X .  The electrons in 
the second cluster of  9 events have a relatively broad 
momentum distribution. We now consider the hypoth-  
esis that these events come from the decay r -~ Ure9 
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e++ e - ~  e-  + non showering track ÷ any photons 

W = 3684 GeV 

- - ' t  (1.80) ~ v~ e 9 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Pe (GeV/c) 

Fig. 1. Raw electron momentum distribution observed at 
3.684 GeV. The events have one identified electron, one non- 
showering particle, and any number of photons. 

with m r = 1.80 GeV (see below) and a massless neu- 
trino. The production of 7- pairs occurs via normal 
QED with a vacuum polarization enhancement due to 
the 4 ' .  The effective luminosity was computed from 
the number of elastic muon pairs observed in the outer 
detector. The expected electron spectrum into our ac- 
ceptance, normalized to the observed events, is also 
plotted in fig. 1. The data are clearly consistent with 
the spectrum. 

The background from the reaction e+e - ~ e+e-/a+/l - 
has been estimated to contribute (0.6 ± 0.2) events. 
An estimate using data at other energies shows that we 
expect less than 0.1 event from beam-gas  interactions. 
Indeed, all the events originate within the nominal in- 
teraction volume. A two body hadronic final state can 
simulate events of type (1) if the charged hadron tra- 

versing the magnet is misidentified as an electron. For 
hadrons with momenta above 0.35 GeV/c the meas- 
ured probability/°he for this to happen is 4 X 10 -4 .  
At the if' resonance we observe 2113 events of the 
type e+e - -~ h ± + nonshowering track + any photons, 
where h is either a kaon or a pion traversing the mag- 
net and the nonshowering track is observed in the in- 
ner or outer detector. This class of events therefore 
contributes a background of (0.84 + 0.02) events. 
Dalitz decays of 7r 0 and 7-/and photons converting in 
the beam pipe have been estimated using the two prong 
sample above. We expect a total of (0.2 -+ 0.1) events 
from this source. We therefore estimate a background 
of (1.7 ± 0.3) events compared to 9 events observed. 
We have checked the background associated with multi- 
hadron events by searching for inclusive electron events 
at the J/ff resonance. Data were recorded at the J /~  
resonance for an integrated luminosity of 187 nb -1 
yielding approximately 0.6 times as many multihadron 
events as observed at the 4 ' .  One event of the type 
e+e - ~ e ± + nonshowering track + any photons was 
found. At 3.6 GeV one inclusive electron event was 
found. From the background rate estimated above we 
would expect to find 1.3 events in the data collected 
at the J/qJ and at 3.6 GeV compared to the two events 
observed. A comparison of the observed photon multi- 
plicity is given in table 1 for the two prong electron in- 
clusive events (0.4 GeV/c < Pe < 0.9 GeV/c) and for 
the two prong hadron inclusive events. 

The distributions are strikingly different. The elec- 
tron events are accompanied by few photons as ex- 
pected from r production, whereas the hadron events 
have a large photon multiplicity. Also shown are the 
photon distributions for the higher energy data. The 

Table 1 
Photon multiplicity distribution. 

Final state w (GeV) Number of photons 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

e + ns + n3, 3.684 4 3 1 1 
(0.4 < Pe < 0.9 GeV/c) 
h + ns + n3, 3.684 207 370 440 428 
(p > 0.4 GeV/c) 
e + ns + n3, 3.9 to 5.2 49 17 10 1 
(Pe > 0.2 GeV/c) 
u + ns + n~/ 3.9 to 5.2 11 6 6 2 
(p# > 1.0 GeV/c) 

312 199 99 

2 0 1 

32 
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i t 

e + + e -  ~ e -  + non shower ing  track + any photons 

1.0 

1~ 0.5 ~ ~ 3=1/2 

b ~ Upper limit 3 =0 
t~ 

0 / i i i 
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 

W ( GeV ) 

Fig. 2. Integrated inclusive cross section for events having an 
identified electron, a nonshowering particle, and any number 
of  photons as a function of  center of mass energy. 

shapes are quite similar to the electron data at ~ ' ,  but 
quite different from the hadron data. We therefore 
conclude that we have observed a genuine signal for: 
e+e - -~ 7-Y -~ (ure9) + (u r + nonshowering track + any 
photons) at total cm energy 3.684 GeV/c. Since this 
energy is below the threshold for charm production, 
this shows conclusively that the r is not associated 
with the production of charmed mesons. 

We plot the quantity 2orBe'Bns for inclusive lep- 
ton production in fig. 2 as a function of cm energy w. 
This was obtained by a weighted sum of data from 
reactions (1) and (2). The data are radiatively cor- 
rected assuming a r mass of 1.80 GeV (see below). The 
data at the if' were corrected for the vacuum polariza- 
tion enhancement and the narrow width of the reso- 
nance. Note the rapid rise of the cross section near 
threshold, which is characteristic for the pair produc- 
tion of a pointlike fermion; the observed threshold 
and the magnitude of the cross section exclude the 
possibility that the r is a pointlike particle with spin 0 
or 1. This is demonstrated in fig. 2. For spin 0 the up- 

per limit on 2 o r B e B n s  was calculated with the conser- 
vative assumption that the 7- has only leptonic decays 
and B e = B u.  This prediction is plotted in fig. 2 and is 
lower than the measured values by an order of magni- 
tude. Assuming the mass of the 7- to be well below 1.8 
GeV does not change this conclusion. For the spin 
1 case the r was assumed to have the same electromag- 
netic structure as a W e boson [9]. A fit was made to 
the data treating (BeBns) and the 7- mass (m T > 1.55 
GeV) as a free parameter. The resulting curve does not 
fit the data. Including data obtained at higher energies 

t 9  

c~ 

b -oleo 

e*+ e - ~  e +- + non showering track + any photons 

T 3.99 GeV< W< 5.2 GeV 

/ / J--~,, I - - -  V+AJ 
m. :180Gev 

/ /  I " \ , '~  mv~=0 

iii/ 
0 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Pe (GeV/c )  

Fig. 3. Electron momentum distribution for events having an 
identified electron, a nonshowering particle, and any number 
of photons. (Above 1 GeV/c data having a muon instead of an 
electron are combined with the electron data to form a 
weighted mean.) Corrections have been applied for acceptance, 
detection efficiencies, bremsstrahlung of the outgoing electron 
and for background contributions. The curves show the nor- 
malized theoretical spectra (ref. [ 10] ) expected for V - A 
and V + A respectively, at the z - v vertex. Radiative effects 
in the initial state have been taken into account. 

[1] at SPEAR excludesJ = 1. 
The data are well fit by the cross section for the 

pair production of a point fermion: 

o r = ou i3(3 --/32)/2, 

where/3 is the velocity of the r in the laboratory and o u 
the cross section for muon pair production. From the 
fit we determine the r mass to be m r = 1.807 + 0.020 
GeV. This value, because of the data point near thresh- 
old, is more precise than earlier measurements [1 -3 ]  
which gave somewhat larger values for the mass. Since 
the spectrum is measured down to 0.2 GeV/c the 
quoted value of the mass depends very little on 
whether a (V - A) or a (V + A) form is taken for the 
current. 

Using the known production cross section and as- 
suming/ae universality, we determine B e from the ob- 
served number of e/a events 

N e t  s = 2 " o r ' B e ' B  u "L " A e ' A  u .  

We find for a V - A current 

B e = B  u = 0.182 -+ 0.028 + 0.014, 

and for a V + A current 

B e = B  u = 0.206 -+ 0.033 + 0.015. 
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Table 2 
Properties of the r. The systematic uncertainties are smaller 
than the statistical errors listed. 

Mass of the r 1.80 +- 0.03 
B J B  e 0.92 -+ 0.32 
Limits (90% C.L.) V - A V + A 
on the mass 0.74 GeV 0.54 GeV 
of neutrino 
B e = B/~ 0.182 -+ 0.028 0.206 -+ 0.033 
Blh 0.29 -+0.11 0 .21  -+0.10 
B3h 0.35 +-0.11 0.38 -+0.11 

The second error is an estimate of  the systematic un- 

certainties. The results are in agreement with earlier 

findings [1 -4 ]  and with theoretical expectations 

[ 10] * 1. The branching ratios listed below are eval- 

uated assuming V - A. The fit used to evaluate the r 

mass from the electron inclusive events yields B e'Bns 
= 0.086 + 0.012. Using B e = 0.182 -+ 0.028 we derive 

the branching ratio for r ~ Pr + nonshowering particle 

+ any photons, Bns = 0.47 + 0.10. The branching ratio 

Blh  for 7" ~ v r + hadron + any photons is given by Blh 
= Bns - B u = (0.29 + 0.11). The systematic errors are 
small compared to the statistical error. The average 

number of  photons associated with r ~ u r + hadron 
+ any photons can be obtained from table 1 after mak- 

ing background corrections. Averaging the observed 

photon multiplicity over all two prong events in the 
higher energy data and correcting for the photon detec- 

tion efficiency we find that a decay of  the type ~" ~ u r 

+ charged hadron + any number of  photons yields on 

the average 2.8 -+ 0.7 photons. 

The branching ratio B3h for the r to decay into 
final states with at least three charged particles can be 

obtained from B3h = 1 - B e - Bns. (The number of  
electron events with Pe > 1 GeV/c and 5 or more 

charged tracks were found to be small.) We find B3h 
= 0.35 -+ 0.11 in agreement with an earlier measure- 

ment by the PLUTO collaboration [4]. A detailed dis- 

cussion of  the semihadronic decay modes of  the r can 

be found in ref. [11].  
The lepton momentum spectrum, obtained by com- 

bining the electron and the muon data, is plotted in fig. 

,1 Updated predictions, taking into account the large e÷e - an- 
nihilation cross section observed below 2.0 GeV predict 
larger values for the continuum contribution and corre- 
spondingly smaller values for B e and B~ than earlier compu- 
tations. Private communication from N. Kawamoto, 
~. Sanda and Y.S. Tsai. 

3 for cm energies between 4.0 GeV and 5.2 GeV. This 

spectrum extends to much higher momenta than the 

electron spectrum observed in the semfleptonic decays 

of  the charmed hadrons, reflecting the pointlike struc- 

ture of  the r and the low mass of  its neutrino. 

The solid line shows a fit to the data assuming m r 

= 1.80 GeV, a massless neutrino and a V - A structure 

of  the current. The dotted line is a fit keeping the 

masses constant but changing the left handed V - A 

current into a right handed V + A current. Both fits 

are clearly acceptable. 
Fits were also made varying the mass of  the 7- neu- 

trino. The 90% confidence upper limits on the neutrino 

mass are rnv  r < 0.74 GeV for V - A and m v r  < 0.54 

GeV for V + A. 
The results are summarized in table 2. 
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